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inches below the surface. Note the high volume fraction of the cubic 
shaped second phase material. 

Sample #4-1from Area #4 (2.5 inches below the surface) 

The lower portions of the bath showed a vastly different 
microstructure in which the second phase is less distinctive (please see 
Figure F-9) indicative of slow cooling, more diffusion, ie: more 
mixing of the phases has occurred. 

5.0 DISCUSSION 

,
.,,....' 

5.1 Molten MetallWater Interactions in General 

Molten metaVwater interactions are a well-know hazard in the metal casting industry 
[1-6]. It is also well known that violent explosions occur when a thin layer of water is 

__ .. ~r~EP~.~n.d_er _a_l~y~ ~f !I!.0J~~n. ll:1~t~l._ Jt is. .!l.2~ _kp.9\~1t~~t_th.e _trigg~n.& ~~i2n.i~ ~ 
minor explosion due to the sudden conversion to steam of a very thin layer of water 
trapped below the incoming metal. Long [1] found that the metal temperature and the 
depth of the water pool were found to be dependent ofeach other. As the water depth 
increased, progressively higher metal temperatures were required. With a Jor 6 inch -
deep water poo~ explosions occur at a temperature of670°C (l240~). When the 
water depth was increased to 10 inches, no explosion occurred at 670°C, but did at 
750°C (1380~). 

Long [1] did make the observation which would be directly applicable to the situatio~ 
under study - "No explosion ofsufficient violence to break the water container were 
encountered in tests when the water depth was 2 inches or less. Instead, molten metal 
was blown out of the container, over a considerable area, and must be recognized as a 

. hazard ,,:1senous . 

5.2 Mechanism ofMetal Explosions 

Long [1] was one ofthe earliest researchers to undertake a systematic .study of molten 
metal/water explosions using a total of 880 test. He found that water dept~ 

temperature and composition must be proper for the rapid transfer of a large quantity 
of heat from the metal to the water. 

Thermal Detonations 

In the early 1990's workers [7] postulated that explosions resulting from the contact 
of molten material with coolant (ie: water in the case at hand) progresses through a 
number ofdistinctive phases [8]. 

2 P. 110 of Long [II 
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"Initially the melt and water mix Qn a relatively slQW timescale (-15). During this 
stage the melt and water ZQnes have a characteristic dimensiQn Qf the oroer Qf 10 mm. 
Because Qf the high temperature Qf the melt, a vapQur blanket insulates the melt from 
the water and there is relatively little heat transfer. lfthis vapQur blanket is cQllapsed 
in SQme small regiQn Qfthe mixture, high heat transfer rates result and there is a rapid 
rise in the pressure IQcally. In SQme circumstances this pressure pulse can cause 
further film cQllapse, SQ that it escalates and prQpagates thrQugh the mixtUre, causing 
cQherent energy release. The prQpagating pressure pulse (which steepens tQ fQrm a 
shQck wave) has twQ main effects. Firstly, it cQllapses the vapQur blanket, initiating 
rapid heat transfer. Secondly, it causes differentia! acceleratiQn Qfthe melt and water, 
which in tum leads tQ relative velQcity breakup Qfthe melt and a large increase in the 
melt surface area. As the energy Qfthe melt is rapidly transferred tQ the water bigh 
pressure steam is produced, which expands with the potential to cause damage 

d " " }to any 5urroun 109 structures. . 

Witte et aJ (J] reviewed a large number Qf explQsive incidents invQlving extremely
 
hQJ (perh_ap~ !Ilo!tc:9} ~t~rj~!~ ~_Il}j~j!ltQ ~.!l!...a~t~th ~eJative!y_ CQQ-'-liqt:!i~~. __ Ih~ _
 
phenQmena summarized as fQlIQws:
 

"ExplQsiQns Qccurring when hot mQlten materials contact cool liquids are frequently
 
nQn-chemical: ie: the explQsions are the result Qf extremely rapid vapQur fQrmatiQn
 
caused by heat transferfrQm the material tQ the liquid. The vapour explQsiQn is 
cQntrQlled by the rate Qf energy transfer frQm the molten material tQ the liquid. In 
QtherwQrds, the heat transfer rate frQm the mQlten mass contrQls the rate Qf vapQur 

·,,4fiQnnatlQn . . 

5.3 Evidence Qf a HydrQgen Explosion 

In an early paper by LQng [I], studying the explQsiQns created by mQlten aluminum
 
and· water he states there is no evidence Qf a hydrQgen explQsiQn.
 

Wine et aJ [3] citing an explQsiQn in a Quebec fQundry, in which one hundred pQunds 
Qf mQlten steel feel intQ a shallow trQugh containing abQut 78 gallQns Qf water states 
that a chemical analysis Qfthe residue shQwed Qnly a very small percentage Qf 
chemical reactiQn. Wine et at [3] nQte that some investigatQrs theorize that hQt 
mQlten metal reacts chemically with water tQ release free hydrQgen which ignites in 
an explQsive manner. 

) P. 2435 of Fletcher [7]. 
• P. 40 of Wille et aJ (3) 
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Author's Comment: 

In- aU-: the papers reviewed there is no direct evidence of evolution and ignition of 
hydrogen playing a role in the explosions involving hot metaVwater. 

5.4 Steam Explosion Scenario at HBM&S. Flin Flon. 

The situation with the reverbratory furnace on August 8, 2000 was slightly different than 
the usual molten metaVhot metaV water explosion which involves hot metal coming inot 
contact with water. 

On Allgt_'<:t ~ :':'00, water was draining into the bed • from 
fire hoses applyin~ . 

17, 092 US gaIlons 
for the period of 10:00 pm August 7, 2000 to 2:00 am August 8, 2000. 

Certain localized areas of the bath such as under the spouts of the hoppers would have 
___ .__ _ _ _ r~ejy~4 ~ Lotf!1Qf~ ~~~r_~ ~ !~s~J!t _ofth~h9_~~f!gA,,-'.Y!l o.f..t~~ iE~e!Lo!_ ~f_t!t~_!~g~ . . . _ 

hoppers. 

The tirneline before the explosion was as follows: 

22:45-22:55 Burners #2 and #3 are shut down. 
22:55 Joe Klassen takes bath measurement. 12 inches overall, 6 to 8 

inches slag and 4 to 6 inches matte, possibly 6 to 12 inches of 
matte below measurement. 

Author's'Comment: 

We now know through the chemical analysis ~fthe bath that there was no mat present. 
Only magnetite was present in the bath covered with 3 to 4 inches of slag. We also note 
that the magnetite (mistaken for matte) was molten, or at least, mushy. 

NOTE: There is a large difference in temperature between the melting point of matte 
(approximately lOOO°C) and the melting point of magnetite (1538°C) [10]. 

The bath, when the furnace was shut down, consisted of basically molten/mushy 
magnetite at a temperature in the range of 153S°C. 



.~,	 The large volume of water poured onto the hot bath, consisting of magnetite caused the 
slag to crack and then the magnetite to.crack. The crack could be called quench cracking 
or thermal cracking. The cracking would propagate in length (across the width of the 
furnace) and in depth. Finally water would contact the molten, or near molten magnetite 
and this is when the popping began, evolving' into a larger explosion. 

However, fortunately this was not a fully developed stearn explosion. Based on the 
author's experience of viewing and evaluating the damage caused by rapidly evolving 
stearn in water/molten steel explosion at Algoma Steel in Sault Ste. Marie. in 1996, a 
fuJJy developed steam explosion would have leveled the walls afthe furnace. 

The energy of the explosion in the reverbratory furnace on August 8, 2000 was one ofa 
lower leve~ likely due in part to low depths ofwater (ie: 2 to 3 inches), encountering the 
molten/or near molten magnetite in the cracks. A situation never developed where a 
small amount of water was "trapped" under molten metal to create a colossal and much 
more violent molten metaUwater steam explosion. In the HBM&S situation the water 
was merely "confined" in the crack while in intimate contact with the molten or near 
molten magnetite. 

3 I 
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5.5 Temperature Monitoring of the Bath 

One aspect of this investigation whic"h reall y stood out was that there was never any 
mention of the temperature of the bath - such as the temperature of the bath when the 
burners were shut off and perhaps a temperature reading every half hour to determine the 
rate of cooling and indirectly the thickness of the crust solidifying on the upper surface of 
the bath. 

Temperature is most important variable to monitor in order to determine whether 
the molten/solidifying material is safe to work nearby or overhead. 

A capped pipe-type probe containing several thermocouples could have been pushed into 
the molten bath with a hydraulic ram to allow a continuous monitoring of the bath during 
the critical cooling down period after the burners were shut off 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

1)	 The metallurgical analysis found that the bath at the time of the explosion consisted 
of: 2.75 to 4.75 inches of slag. The remainder was magnetite. There was no copper 
rich matte present. 

2)	 An examination of the bath revealed the presence of an approximate 25-30 feet long 
" , .	 crack which extended virtually across the complete width of the bath at the area of the 

jog. The crack was 1 to 2 inches wide over a length of 10 to 12 feet. The crack was 8 
to 10 inches deep over the same length. 

. 
This large crack is the probable location 

where water carne into contactwith molten or near molten magnetite, resulting in a 
low level stearn eXplosion. 



.-.,~\ 

4) Water and molten metal are a dangerous combination. ·Water coming into contact 
with molten meal produces a threat to human life and property. 

5) Water was being sued unnecessarily for several jobs where mechanical cleaning 
would be a reasonable and much safer solution. 

7)	 Moiten metafco~e~ed";"itil a-recently fonned-, -thfn-Iayer 'of'slag-is an eKti-emely' .. 
unstable situation. The solidified layer of metal would be quite thin and unstable 
(subject to thermal cracking) after only 1 to 1.5 hours of cooling; 

Conditions leading to the explosion during the August 08/00 shutdown were: 

1)	 Inadequate cooling time between the time the burners were shutdown and water 
washing activities began. Consequently, there was inadequate time for a thick and 
protective layer of slag and partiaJ solidification of the upper most layer. of the 
liquid bath. . 

3)	 The protective layer of slag may have been much thinner as compared with 
previous campaigns. 

4)	 The bath, composed of molten magnetite, instead of matte, was consequently 
approximately 500°C hotter than in previous shutdowns. Consequently, the time 
required for the solidification of a protective crust would have been substantially 
longer than in previous shutdowns. 

... )'
( .. ;f.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

I) Ideally, the use of water washing during the shutdown of the reverberatory furnace . 
should be prohibited due to the danger to life when adequate control as to the volume 
of water used cannot be assured. 

2) The bath should be cooled with forced air for a period of 8 to 12 hours ensure that a 
sufficiently thick crust has formed before water is used around the bath. 

3). Water should be applied cautiously and sparingly. 

4) . In future shutdowns, the temperature of the bath should be monitored on a 
regular basis once the burnen are shut ofT to allow an estimate of the thickness 
of the crust wbich formed and as a general qualative measurement of the state or 
condition- ofthebatb atany given .time... . .. __ _ . _._ . __ _ __ ... _ . 

) 
.~.: . 
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